
 Evolving ECM landscape
ECM business needs are changing and new technologies 
and systems arise to support them. Consolidations and 
implementations continue to be an important part of the IT 
calendar of every organisation. The success and acceptance 
of an implementation however, is highly dependent on 
the quality of the content after migration. Xillio migrations 
provide better collaboration, higher productivity and improved 
findability in your new ECM platform. 

 Why not take control?
So why not make sure your complex migration becomes 
easy, automated, adds value to your content and stays 
within your control?  
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Your situation
 Are you responsible for a new ECM 

implementation where migration of legacy 
systems is necessary?

 Is your company moving towards SharePoint 
and needs to migrate the valuable content from 
network drives?

 Is your enterprise reorganizing their content 
landscape by centralizing different content 
systems?

 Are you consolidating multiple systems due to  
a merger or acquisition?

 Are you switching to a new technology to support 
your Enterprise Content Management?

Migrations are iterative processes, 
which are fully supported by the 
flexible solution. After connecting 
to the source(s), the content is 
analyzed to get insights in cleaning 
and migration strategies. In 
the classification phase several 
intelligent techniques will classify 
and enrich the content. In the  
last phase the actual migration  
is executed. 
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‘Would you like to save migration costs and 
improve the quality and success of your 
ECM implementation?’

Proven approach

Xillio is a leading software provider of content solutions. With more than ten years of experience and 
research & development in analyzing, classifying, enriching, migrating and controlling content, we can 
say we know content. This knowledge and experience is part of our innovative standardized software 
solutions, used by our clients like Philips, Canon, Aegon, Metlife, DSM, ABN Amro, Kohl’s to solve 
their content challenges. With this, our clients have achieved large costs savings, increased employee 
productivity and were able to get in full control of their migrations. Xillio is based in the Netherlands, 
United States and Canada, for more information see www.xillio.com 

Our solution
 Out of the box connectors to all major ECM platforms.
 You are in control of migration, cleaning and 

classification, resulting in better content and 
significantly lower project costs.

 Intelligent deduplication and classification based on 
natural language processing and statistical analysis.

 Allows distribution of migration tasks to different roles 
within the organization.

 Learns by example, using an intelligent learning 
mechanism to identify document types through the 
use of training sets.

 No lift and shift, adding value to the content at 
moment of migration, resulting in a qualitative 
successful migration and ECM implementation.

 No business interruptions, no content freezes required.
 Visual mapping of content from source to target 

system supported.
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